Stensjö Vildmark
In the middle of nowhere......

In the middle of Sweden......

The unforgetable willow grouse
This hunt is delivered with well trained pointing dogs. In wintertime
(december and january) we replace the dogs with skis. This extreme
form of hunting means that each hunter travel large areas with unforgetable views of mountains and valleys to shoot willow grouse.
The result depends mostly on the shooting skills and the physical fitness of the hunter. We mainly use cal .22LR, .22WM or shotguns.
Day 1
You arrive at the hunting lodge. To begin with we will see to that
you get settled so that you can feel ”at home”. At dinner you will
get all the information you need for the coming huntingdays.
Day 2 -4
All days start with a heavy breakfast and preparing a lunch INFORMATION
pack. Thereafter the hunter will follow the handler of the dog
Number of hunters
into the wilderness, wich can include some challenging terrain.

Max 2 per guide, max 4 hunters

After the hunt we will meet up in the sauna for a cold beer or Season 2012
two and some dried reindeer meet. In the cabin we will end the
day with a dinner made of ingredients that are locally produced. 25/8-28/2
Bag limits

Day 5

Breakfast and departure.

8 willow grouse and 3 capercaillie/
black grouse per hunter and day
Price

SEK 35 300 SEK per person
The price include

Contact
Stensjö Vildmark
Storhallen 687
840 31 ÅSARNA
Sweden
Office +46(0)687-302 34
Mobile +46(0)708-58 11 76
Fax

+46(0)687-340 25

www.stensjovildmark.com
info@allatidersfritid.se

3 days hunting 2:1 with full accommodation according program (all inclusive). No trophy fees.
Not included

Transportation, hunting insurance, Hotel accommodation before
and after the hunt, weapons deklaration.
Other

All prices include VAT and are valid
until 31 December 2012. We provide
the mandatory travel guarantee.

